Assignment | Unit 6

For Unit 6 Assignment, you will:

1) Prepare a PowerPoint presentation with audio and no fewer than 12 and no more than 15 slides with speaker notes summarizing your Final Project submitted in Unit 5,
   a. Click [here](#) for a short tutorial on how to create an audiovisual presentation using PowerPoint.
2) Record the audiovisual presenting your PowerPoint.
3) Post your PowerPoint with audio presentation to the Discussion area of Unit 6 by Saturday at the latest.
4) Revise your presentation based on feedback from your peers in the Discussion area in Unit 6.
5) Submit your final PowerPoint with audio Presentation to the Unit Assignment Dropbox no later than Tuesday of Unit 6.

Your audience for the PowerPoint with audio is your decision-maker. You may assume your decision-maker/audience has the print copy of your researched proposal. This is the individual who can approve the proposal you are making (in this case your classmates will provide feedback).

Presentation of your PowerPoint with audio summarizing your Final Project Grading Criteria:

**Unit 6 PowerPoint Presentation with Audio**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grading Criteria</th>
<th>Possible Points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Audio is professional, clear, and appropriate in tone, complementing the slides rather than simply repeating the content</td>
<td>0–30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bullets on slides are parallel and brief</td>
<td>0–20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphics are present to support slide content</td>
<td>0–15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Submits 12-15 slides free of typographical and grammatical errors</td>
<td>0–20*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
GRADING CAVEATS–

*Any submission containing grammatical errors that are so serious as to interfere with delivery of the message earns a grade of 0. Serious grammatical errors include sentence errors – fragments, run-on sentences, comma splices. Further, errors in coherence, punctuation, organization, and logic have the potential to earn a grade of 0. Such errors present a serious obstacle in conveying your ideas and submissions containing such errors cannot earn a passing grade. At the professor’s discretion, revisions may be permitted.

**Any proposal found to contain more than 15% direct quote will be subject to scrutiny for violation of Kaplan University’s Policy of Academic Integrity and point deduction could be substantially higher depending upon the prevalence of direct quote. Any submission that is plagiarized or otherwise violates academic integrity will earn a grade of “0” and the incident will be reported to the Provost’s Office.

Any submission that fails to address the topic given or the assignment goal will earn a grade of 0 and/or a request for revision by the instructor.